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Abstract. We investigate how the statistics of extremes and records is affected
when taking the moving average over a window of width p of a sequence of
independent, identically distributed random variables. An asymptotic analysis of
the general case, corroborated by exact results for three distributions (exponential,
uniform, power-law with unit exponent), evidences a very robust dichotomy,
irrespective of the window width, between superexponential and subexponential
distributions. For superexponential distributions the statistics of records is
asymptotically unchanged by taking the moving average, up to interesting
distribution-dependent corrections to scaling. For subexponential distributions
the probability of record breaking at late times is increased by a universal factor
Rp, depending only on the window width.
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1. Introduction

When monitoring a time series, a feature which immediately attracts the attention of
the observer is the sequence of record values, viz., the successive largest or smallest
values in the series [1, 2, 3]. The first example which comes to mind are weather
records, i.e., the extreme occurrences of weather phenomena such as the coldest or
hottest days, the most rainy or windy days, and so on, for which studies abound (see
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and references therein). Other examples of records encountered in
diverse complex physical systems are reviewed in [10], to which the reader is referred
for a comprehensive list of references.

The simplest situation to analyse is when the data are samples of a sequence
of independent, identically distributed (iid) random variables. In such an instance
much is known on the statistics of records [1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12], whose basics are easy
to grasp. Consider a sequence of iid continuous random variables X1, X2, . . ., with
common distribution function F (x) = Prob(X < x) and density f(x) = dF (x)/dx.
Throughout the following we assume that the Xi are positive. A record is said to
occur at step n if Xn is larger than all previous variables, i.e., if

Xn > Ln−1 = max(X1, X2, . . . , Xn−1),

where Ln denotes the largest Xi amongst the first n random variables. The probability
of this event, or probability of record breaking,

Qn = Prob(Xn > Ln−1),

equals

Qn =
1

n
, (1.1)
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as a consequence of the fact that the random variables Xi are exchangeable [2, 3]. The
number Mn of records up to time n takes the values 1, . . . , n and can be expressed as
the sum

Mn = I1 + I2 + · · ·+ In, (1.2)

where the indicator variable In is equal to 1 if Xn is a record and to 0 otherwise.
Taking the average, we have 〈Ii〉 = Qi = 1/i, and so

〈Mn〉 =

n∑
i=1

1

i
= Hn ≈ lnn+ γ, (1.3)

where Hn is the nth harmonic number and γ = 0.577215 . . . is Euler’s constant. It
is a simple matter to show that the indicator variables I1, I2, . . . , In are statistically
independent [2, 3, 10]. The distribution of Mn ensues from this fact by elementary
considerations (see also section 7.4 below). The simple expression (1.1) of the
probability of record breaking and the full distribution of Mn are universal, in the sense
that they do not depend on the underlying distribution f(x). From this standpoint
the statistics of records for iid random variables exhibits a high degree of degeneracy.
In contrast, the statistics of the extreme value Ln is distribution dependent, as is well
known [13].

In the present work we investigate the statistics of records for sequences made of
sums of p successive iid positive random variables, defined as follows. For p = 2,

Y2 = X1 +X2, Y3 = X2 +X3, . . . , Yn = Xn−1 +Xn, . . . , (1.4)

for p = 3,

Y3 = X1 +X2 +X3, . . . , Yn = Xn−2 +Xn−1 +Xn, . . . , (1.5)

or more generally,

Yp = X1 + · · ·+Xp, . . . , Yn = Xn−p+1 + · · ·+Xn, . . . (1.6)

The first terms of these sequences, which have not been written down explicitly, may
be omitted in the analysis of records. For instance, in (1.4), Y1 = X1 is always smaller
than Y2. In (1.5), Y1 = X1 and Y2 = X1 +X2 are always smaller than Y3, and so on.

Up to a normalisation, each of these sequences can be seen as the moving average
of the sequence of iid variables X1, X2, . . ., defined as the mean of the last p terms.
For instance the moving average with p = 2 is

X1 +X2

2
,

X2 +X3

2
, · · · , Xn−1 +Xn

2
, . . .

Taking the moving average is a well-known method to analyse time series, which is
equivalent to making a convolution of the signal by a square window, thus smoothing
the signal. For instance, instead of looking at the daily temperature at a given location,
one can take the moving average over a period of one week, corresponding to choosing
p = 7. The question posed here amounts therefore to knowing how records are affected
by taking such an average. The normalisation by the factor p does not affect the
outcome of the subsequent analysis.

Here the focus will be essentially on the particular case p = 2. Keeping the same
notations as for the iid case, we shall primarily investigate the probability of record
breaking,

Qn = Prob(Yn > Ln−1), (1.7)
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where Ln denotes the largest Yi amongst the first n ones,

Ln = max(Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn), (1.8)

and the mean number of records up to n,

〈Mn〉 =

n∑
i=2

Qi, (1.9)

where records are counted from the first complete sum Y2 onwards. As we shall see,
these quantities are now sensitive to the choice of the underlying distribution f(x) of
the parent random variables Xi. On the one hand, this does not come as a surprise
since the new variables Yi are no longer exchangeable, and the occurrences of records
at various places are no longer independent. On the other hand, it is yet slightly
paradoxical that the degeneracy induced by the exchangeability of the iid parent
random variables Xi is now removed, revealing features of their common distribution,
since by taking the moving average one could have expected a loss of information
instead. We shall also study some features of the distribution of Ln.

In a nutshell, the main outcome of this work is as follows. We find that the
product nQn has only two possible limits for p = 2, depending on the class of
distribution f(x), namely

nQn → 1 (1.10)

for superexponential distributions, that is, distributions either having a bounded
support or falling off faster than any exponential, whereas

nQn →
3

2
(1.11)

for subexponential distributions, whose tails decrease more slowly than any exponen-
tial. The pure exponential distribution belongs to the first class, albeit marginally.
Figure 1 shows a plot of nQn against n ≥ 4 for all the examples of probability
distributions f(x) considered in the present paper (see table 1). Each dataset is the
outcome of the numerical generation of 1010 sequences. The vertical arrow underlines
that the dichotomy between (1.10) and (1.11) becomes more and more visible as n
increases. The values of Qn for n = 2, 3, 4 are universal, i.e., independent of the
underlying distribution f(x) (see section 2.6).

For higher values of the window width p, denoting the probability of record

breaking by Q
(p)
n , (1.10) still holds for superexponential distributions, i.e.,

nQ(p)
n → 1, (1.12)

while, for subexponential distributions, (1.11) becomes

nQ(p)
n → Rp, (1.13)

where the Rp are universal rational numbers given by

Rp =
3

2
,

15

8
,

35

16
,

315

128
,

693

256
, . . . (1.14)

for p = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . ., and obtained by means of the Sparre Andersen theorem.
The setup of this paper is as follows. Sections 2 to 6 concern the case p = 2.

In section 2 we present the general setting which will be used in all subsequent
exact or asymptotic developments. The next three sections are devoted to exact
analytical solutions of the problem for three distributions: the exponential distribution
(section 3), the uniform distribution (section 4), and the power-law distribution with
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Figure 1. Plot of n times the probability of record breaking Qn against n ≥ 4
for several probability distributions f(x). From top to bottom: power-law
distributions with tail index θ = 1/2 and θ = 1, exponential, half-Gaussian,
and uniform distributions (see table 1).

Distribution F (x) f(x) support

Uniform x 1 0 < x < 1

Exponential 1− e−x e−x x > 0

Half-Gaussian erf x 2√
π

e−x
2

x > 0

Power-law (θ > 0) 1− x−θ θ x−1−θ x > 1

Table 1. Distribution function F (x), density f(x) and support of the examples
of probability distributions considered in this work.

index θ = 1 (section 5). In order to compare the probability of record breaking to its
universal value Qn = 1/n in the iid situation (see (1.1)), we set

nQn = 1 + δn. (1.15)

The exponential distribution appears as a marginal case where (1.10) holds, albeit
with a logarithmic correction

δn ≈
1

lnn
.

For the uniform distribution δn falls off as

δn ≈
√

π

8n
,

whereas (1.11) holds for the power-law distribution with θ = 1. A heuristic asymptotic
analysis of the general case is then performed in section 6, where the dichotomy
between (1.10) and (1.11) is explained in simple terms, and an estimate for the
relative correction δn is derived. Higher values of the window width p are considered in
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section 7 along the same line of thought. The overall picture, including the dichotomy
between (1.10) and (1.11), remains unchanged. The non-trivial limit 3/2 in (1.11)
is replaced by the p-dependent but otherwise universal limit Rp (1.14). Section 8
contains a brief discussion of our findings.

Let us finally mention that the statistics of persistent events for the sequence (1.4)
has been studied in [14, 15, 16], for the case where the parent variables Xi have a
symmetric distribution f(x).

2. General setting

This section sets the basis of all subsequent exact or asymptotic developments.
Hereafter and until the end of section 6 we focus our attention on the sequence (1.4)
of sums of two terms. Higher values of the width p will be considered in section 7.

2.1. Recursive structure

We start by highlighting the recursive structure of the problem. The first two maxima
are necessarily L1 = Y1 = X1 and L2 = Y2 = X1 + X2. The next maxima obey the
recursion

Ln = max(Ln−1, Yn) =

{
Yn if Yn > Ln−1,

Ln−1 if Yn < Ln−1.
(2.1)

This recursion should be understood as follows. Starting from the couple of random
variables (Ln−1, Xn−1), one draws the random variable Xn, which is independent
of Ln−1 and Xn−1, and sets Yn = Xn−1 + Xn. This generates the new Ln, or
alternatively the new couple (Ln, Xn):

(Ln−1, Xn−1)
Xn (Ln, Xn).

In other words, at each time step n, the newly drawn random variable Xn acts as a
noise on the dynamics of the couple (Ln−1, Xn−1). The value of Ln depends on the
branch of the recursion, denoted respectively by L (for larger) and S (for smaller):

(L) : Yn > Ln−1 =⇒ Ln = Yn,

(S) : Yn < Ln−1 =⇒ Ln = Ln−1. (2.2)

In the first case, Yn is a record since it satisfies

Yn > max(Y1, . . . , Yn−1).

This event occurs with probability Qn (see (1.7)). Hereafter we make use of the
recursion (2.1) to derive the key relations (2.14) and (2.15) for the functions Fn(`, x)
introduced in (2.3).

Let us mention that a similar, albeit simpler recursive scheme applies to the
theory of records for iid random variables.

2.2. Basic quantities

Starting from the joint distribution function of the couple of random variables
(Ln, Xn),

Prob(Ln < `,Xn < x),
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and taking its derivative with respect to x, yields the quantity

Fn(`, x) = ∂x Prob(Ln < `,Xn < x),

which plays a central role in the present work. It is equivalently defined as

Fn(`, x)dx = Prob(Ln < `, x < Xn < x+ dx). (2.3)

The underlying distribution f(x) is recovered in the `→∞ limit:

Fn(∞, x) = f(x).

By differentiating Fn(`, x) with respect to `, one gets the joint probability density of
the couple (Ln, Xn):

fn(`, x) = ∂`Fn(`, x), Fn(`, x) =

∫ `

0

d`′ fn(`′, x).

Conversely, integrating on the second variable restores

Prob(Ln < `,Xn < x) =

∫ x

0

dx′ Fn(`, x′).

In particular the distribution function of the maximum Ln is obtained when the
integral runs over its full range (i.e., x = `):

Fn(`) = Prob(Ln < `) =

∫ `

0

dx′ Fn(`, x′). (2.4)

Its derivative with respect to ` yields the density fLn(`). The determination of the
mean maximum ensues:

〈Ln〉 =

∫ ∞
0

d`(1−Fn(`)). (2.5)

Finally, the normalization of the joint density fn(`, x) implies∫ ∞
0

d`

∫ `

0

dx fn(`, x) =

∫ ∞
0

dx

∫ ∞
x

d` fn(`, x) = 1. (2.6)

2.3. First values of n

The quantities defined above have explicit expressions for n = 1 and 2 in full generality.
For n = 1 we have

Prob(L1 < `,X1 < x) = Prob(X1 < x) = F (x),

whenever x < `, since L1 = X1. Differentiating with respect to x gives

F1(`, x) = f(x) (2.7)

and

F1(`) = F (`).

For n = 2, knowing that L2 = Y2 = X1 +X2 allows one to compute

Prob(L2 < `,X2 < x) = F (x)F (`− x) +

∫ `

`−x
dx1 f(x1)F (`− x1),

from which F2(`, x) ensues by derivation with respect to x:

F2(`, x) = f(x)F (`− x), (2.8)
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consistently with the definition (with informal notation)

Prob(L2 = X1 +X2 < `,X2 = x) = Prob(X1 < `− x,X2 = x).

Then, taking a derivative with respect to `, we have

f2(`, x) = f(x)f(`− x),

and finally

F2(`) =

∫ `

0

dx f(x)F (`− x).

2.4. Recursion relation for the function Fn(`, x)

The recursion (2.1) implies

Fn(`, x) = f(x)

∫
d`′dx′ fn−1(`′, x′)Θ(`−max(`′, x′ + x)), (2.9)

where Θ denotes Heaviside function. The right-hand side of this equation decomposes
into two contributions, associated to the two branches L and S,

Fn(`, x) = f(x)

∫
DL

d`′dx′ fn−1(`′, x′) + f(x)

∫
DS

d`′dx′ fn−1(`′, x′), (2.10)

where the domains DL and DS, depicted in figure 2, are respectively defined as

DL = {`′ < x+ x′ < `},
DS = {x+ x′ < `′ < `},

hence ∫
DL

d`′dx′ fn−1(`′, x′) =

∫ `−x

0

dx′
∫ x+x′

x′
d`′ fn−1(`′, x′), (2.11)∫

DS

d`′dx′ fn−1(`′, x′) =

∫ `−x

0

dx′
∫ `

x+x′
d`′ fn−1(`′, x′). (2.12)

x0
<latexit sha1_base64="PIQDuqAr5WJ5syXCW4O1bfTQqqk=">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</latexit>

`0
<latexit sha1_base64="fX9h5t8Vc8/mlzlsYnRjuLIppIc=">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</latexit>

`� x
<latexit sha1_base64="7+K+NnIDq6okPeJN+LaBn0gCNa4=">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</latexit>

<̀latexit sha1_base64="sn7HuWxX2YtWrVPCT/QZWKx6gQo=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="Mv7tCqVuwM8Xr8tTFf4NhNjzIo8=">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</latexit>

x0 = `0
<latexit sha1_base64="vfw9WZUx7CI66ipK0GPhjUvhsQY=">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</latexit>

x0 = `0 � x
<latexit sha1_base64="0Fecga0H7u3typ0I8DiWPnr2tFc=">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</latexit>

DL
<latexit sha1_base64="k6vIhzJARKxVvsqMnuSJMi+Mzzc=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2. The domains DL and DS in the (`′, x′) plane.

Adding these two contributions yields

Fn(`, x) = f(x)

∫ `−x

0

dx′
∫ `

x′
d`′ fn−1(`′, x′),
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which vanishes whenever its two arguments are equal (n ≥ 2):

Fn(`, `) = 0. (2.13)

We thus obtain the following recursion relation for the function Fn(`, x):

Fn(`, x) = f(x)

∫ `−x

0

dx′ Fn−1(`, x′). (2.14)

This equation and its differential form

F ′n(`, x) =
f ′(x)

f(x)
Fn(`, x)− f(x)Fn−1(`, `− x), (2.15)

obtained by differentiating (2.14) with respect to x ‡, are key formulas of this work
and the starting points of many subsequent developments.

As a consequence of (2.14), we have (n ≥ 2)

Fn(`, 0) = f(0)Fn−1(`). (2.16)

Finally, differentiating (2.10) with respect to ` yields

fn(`, x) = Lfn−1(`, x) + Sfn−1(`, x), (2.17)

with the notations

Lfn−1(`, x) = f(x)

∫ `

`−x
d`′ fn−1(`′, `− x)

= f(x)Fn−1(`, `− x), (2.18)

Sfn−1(`, x) = f(x)

∫ `−x

0

dx′ fn−1(`, x′), (2.19)

using (2.11) and (2.12). Alternatively, differentiating (2.14) with respect to ` gives

fn(`, x) = f(x)Fn−1(`, `− x) + f(x)

∫ `−x

0

dx′ fn−1(`, x′), (2.20)

which is identical to (2.17).

2.5. Probability of record breaking

The probability of record breaking Qn is the probability that the last variable is larger
than all previous ones (see (1.7)),

Qn = Prob(Yn > Ln−1).

This probability thus equals the weight of branch L. For, recalling (2.6) and (2.17),

1 =

∫ ∞
0

d`

∫ `

0

dx fn(`, x)

=

∫ ∞
0

d`

∫ `

0

dx (Lfn−1(`, x) + Sfn−1(`, x)) ,

where the two terms corresponding respectively to the weights of the two branches L
and S are Qn and 1−Qn. So the expression of Qn is (n ≥ 2)

Qn =

∫ ∞
0

d`

∫ `

0

dxLfn−1(`, x)

=

∫ ∞
0

d`

∫ `

0

dx f(x)Fn−1(`, `− x)

=

∫ ∞
0

d`

∫ `

0

dx f(`− x)Fn−1(`, x). (2.21)

‡ Throughout the following, accents on functions denote their (partial) derivatives with respect to x.
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2.6. Universal values of the probability of record breaking

The first few values of Qn are universal, i.e., independent of the underlying distri-
bution f(x). For n = 2,

Q2 = 1, (2.22)

since Y2 = X1 + X2 is always larger that Y1 = X1. This result can be recovered by
inserting (2.7) into (2.21). For n = 3,

Q3 =
1

2
, (2.23)

since Y3 > Y2 is equivalent to X3 > X1, which holds with probability 1/2. This result
can be recovered by inserting (2.8) into (2.21). It turns out that for n = 4, Qn has
also a universal value,

Q4 =
3

8
, (2.24)

irrespective of the distribution f(x). This can be demonstrated by a simple application
of the Sparre Andersen theorem [17, 18, 19]. This theorem states in particular that, for
a sequence of iid variables Zn with a continuous symmetric distribution, the probability
that the first n partial sums are all positive,

Pn = Prob(Z1 > 0, Z1 + Z2 > 0, . . . , Z1 + Z2 + · · ·+ Zn > 0),

is a universal rational number,

Pn =
1

22n

(
2n

n

)
=

(2n)!

(2nn!)2
= 1,

1

2
,

3

8
,

5

16
,

35

128
,

63

256
, . . . , (2.25)

for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . ., with generating function

P̃ (z) =
∑
n≥0

znPn =
1√

1− z . (2.26)

In the present case, by definition,

Q4 = Prob(Y4 > Y3, Y4 > Y2)

= Prob(X4 −X2 > 0, X4 −X2 +X3 −X1 > 0)

= Prob(Z1 > 0, Z1 + Z2 > 0),

where the random variables Z1 = X4 − X2 and Z2 = X3 − X1 are iid and have
a continuous symmetric distribution. Therefore the theorem applies and Q4 = P2,
which is the result announced in (2.24). It would be cumbersome to recover this
directly by means of (2.21).

The probability of record breaking Qn is no longer universal for n ≥ 5. It is indeed
clear from figure 1 that already Q5 depends on the underlying distribution f(x).

It results from the foregoing that the first values of the mean number of records
(see (1.9))

〈M2〉 = 1, 〈M3〉 =
3

2
, 〈M4〉 =

15

8
,

are also universal.
In the forthcoming sections we apply the general formalism presented in this

section to derive analytical solutions of the differential recursion (2.15) for the
exponential distribution (section 3), the uniform distribution (section 4), and the
power-law distribution with index θ = 1 (section 5).
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3. Exponential distribution

This section presents an exact solution of the problem for the case of exponentially
distributed random variables Xi, with common density f(x) = e−x and distribution
function F (x) = 1− e−x (see table 1).

3.1. Differential equations

The exact solutions derived in this section and in the two subsequent ones rely on the
differential equation (2.15), which reads, in the present case,

F ′n(`, x) + Fn(`, x) = −e−xFn−1(`, `− x). (3.1)

Differentiating once more yields (n ≥ 3)

F ′′n (`, x) + F ′n(`, x) + e−`Fn−2(`, x) = 0. (3.2)

This is a recursive differential equation in the variable x, while ` plays the role of a
parameter. Setting x = 0 in (3.1) gives (n ≥ 3)

Fn(`, 0) + F ′n(`, 0) = 0, (3.3)

where the interpretation of the first term is given in (2.16).

3.2. First values of n

For the first few values of n, we obtain

F1(`, x) = e−x, F2(`, x) = e−x − e−`,

F3(`, x) = e−x − (`− x)e−x−` − e−`.

Inserting these expressions into (2.21), we recover the universal results for Q2, Q3 and
Q4 derived in section 2.6. Equations (2.13) and (3.3) are complemented by

F1(`, `) = e−`, F1(`, 0) + F ′1(`, 0) = 0,

F2(`, 0) + F ′2(`, 0) = −e−`. (3.4)

We have also

F1(`) = 1− e−`, F2(`) = 1− (`+ 1)e−`,

F3(`) = 1− e−2` − 2`e−``.

Inserting these expressions into (2.5) yields 〈L1〉 = 1, 〈L2〉 = 2 and 〈L3〉 = 5/2.

3.3. Generating function

In order to solve the recursive differential equation (3.2) for all values of n, we introduce
the generating function

F̃ (z, `, x) =
∑
n≥1

znFn(`, x), (3.5)

which satisfies (using (3.2))

F̃ ′′(z, `, x) + F̃ ′(z, `, x) + z2e−`F̃ (z, `, x) = 0,

the solution of which is

F̃ (z, `, x) = A+ ea+x +A− ea−x, (3.6)
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with

a± =
1± w

2
, w =

√
1− 4z2e−`.

The amplitudes A± are determined by the boundary conditions (see (3.4))

F̃ (z, `, 0) + F̃ ′(z, `, 0) = −z2e−`, F̃ (z, `, `) = ze−`,

yielding

A± = ±z a±e−`/2 + ze±w`/2−`

w cosh
w`

2
− sinh

w`

2

.

3.4. Probability of record breaking

Using (2.21), the generating function of the Qn reads

Q̃(z) =
∑
n≥2

znQn = z

∫ ∞
0

d` e−`I(z, `), (3.7)

with

I(z, `) =

∫ `

0

dx exF̃ (z, `, x)

= A+
e(1−a+)` − 1

1− a+
+A−

e(1−a−)` − 1

1− a−
=
N(z, `)

D(z, `)
, (3.8)

and

N(z, `)=4z(1− z)e−`/2 + (1− w2 − 4z) cosh
w`

2
+ (2(1 + w2)z + 1− w2)

1

w
sinh

w`

2
,

D(z, `)=(w2 − 1)

(
cosh

w`

2
− 1

w
sinh

w`

2

)
.

The integral over ` in (3.7) cannot be carried out in closed form. By
expanding I(z, `) as a power series in z and integrating term by term with respect
to `, we obtain the values of the probability of record breaking Qn and mean number
of records 〈Mn〉 given in table 2 up to n = 8.

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Qn 1
1

2

3

8

7

24

155

648

131

648

14503

82944

〈Mn〉 1
3

2

15

8

13

6

1559

648

845

324

8549

3072

Table 2. Exact values of the probability of record breaking Qn and mean number
of records 〈Mn〉 up to n = 8, for an exponential distribution. Expressions to the
left of the double bar are universal.

The asymptotic decay of Qn at large n can be derived as follows. Setting
z = e−ε, (3.8) becomes

I(z, `) ≈ `− 1

ε+ (`− 1)e−`
,
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in the relevant regime where ε and e−` are simultaneously small. Inserting this
into (3.7), and dealing with n as a continuous variable, we obtain the estimate

Q̃(z) ≈
∫ ∞

0

dn e−nεQn ≈
∫ ∞

1

d`
(`− 1)e−`

ε+ (`− 1)e−`
.

Performing the inverse Laplace transform yields

Qn ≈
∫ ∞

1

d` (`− 1) exp
(
−`− n(`− 1)e−`

)
. (3.9)

Setting

λ = lnn (3.10)

and changing integration variable from ` to µ such that (` − 1)e−` = e−µ, we obtain
formally

nQn ≈
∫ ∞
−∞

dµ exp
(
λ− µ− eλ−µ

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(

1 +
1

`(µ)− 2

)
. (3.11)

The expression underlined by the brace is the normalized Gumbel distribution with
parameter λ. This distribution is peaked around µ = λ. More precisely, considering
the following average with respect to this distribution,∫ ∞

−∞
dµ esµ exp

(
λ− µ− eλ−µ

)
= esλΓ(1− s),

we obtain∫ ∞
−∞

dµφ(µ) exp
(
λ− µ− eλ−µ

)
= φ(λ) + γφ′(λ) +

(
γ2

2
+
π2

12

)
φ′′(λ) + · · · ,

for any slowly varying function φ(µ), where γ is Euler’s constant. Applying this to
the function inside the large parentheses in (3.11), we obtain the expansion

nQn = 1 + δn = 1 +
1

λ
− ν − 2

λ2
+
ν2 − 5ν + 5 + π2/6

λ3
+ · · · , (3.12)

with the notation (3.10) and

ν = lnλ+ γ = ln lnn+ γ.

Omitting details, let us mention that a similar analysis yields the following expansion
for the mean number of records up to time n:

〈Mn〉 = λ+ ν − 1 +
ν − 1

λ
− ν2 − 4ν + 3 + π2/6

2λ2
+ · · · (3.13)

Equations (3.12) and (3.13) give the first few terms of asymptotic expansions to all
orders in 1/λ. The ambiguity in the formal expression (3.11) originating in the pole
at ` = 2, i.e., µ = 1, is indeed exponentially small in λ.
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3.5. Mean value of the maximum

Using (2.5), (2.16) and (3.5), we obtain the generating function of the mean value
〈Ln〉 of the largest variable Yi up to time n,

L(z) =
∑
n≥1

zn〈Ln〉 =

∫ ∞
0

d`

(
1

1− z −
1

z
F̃ (z, `, 0)

)
.

The explicit expression (3.6) of the generating function F̃ (z, `, x) implies

1

1− z −
1

z
F̃ (z, `, 0) =

z e−`

1− z (I(z, `) + 1) ,

so that

L(z) =
z + Q̃(z)

1− z ,

and finally

〈Ln〉 = 〈Mn〉+ 1. (3.14)

This remarkable identity between mean values is a peculiarity of the exponential
distribution. The first few values of 〈Ln〉 can therefore be read from table 2, whereas
its asymptotic growth can be read from (3.13). Let us notice that a similar identity,
i.e., 〈Ln〉 = 〈Mn〉 = Hn, holds for extremes and records of exponentially distributed
iid random variables (see [20, 21] for a discussion of related matters).

4. Uniform distribution

The case where the random variables Xi are uniformly distributed on [0, 1], with
common density f(x) = 1 and distribution function F (x) = x for 0 < x < 1 (see
table 1), also lends itself to an exact solution of the problem.

4.1. Sectors

Here, the relevant part of the (`, x) plane is the rectangle defined by 0 < ` < 2 and
0 < x < 1. This region splits into four sectors (see figure 3):

(1) : 1 < ` < 2, 0 < x < `− 1,
(2) : 1 < ` < 2, `− 1 < x < 1,
(3) : 0 < ` < 1, 0 < x < `,
(4) : 0 < ` < 1, ` < x < 1.

The functions Fn(`, x) assume a priori different analytical forms in these four
sectors. The recursion (2.14) reads

F (1)
n (`, x) =

∫ `−1

0

dx′F (1)
n−1(`, x′) +

∫ 1

`−1

dx′F (2)
n−1(`, x′),

F (2)
n (`, x) =

∫ `−1

0

dx′F (1)
n−1(`, x′) +

∫ `−x

`−1

dx′F (2)
n−1(`, x′),

F (3)
n (`, x) =

∫ `−x

0

dx′F (3)
n−1(`, x′),

F (4)
n (`, x) = 0. (4.1)
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Figure 3. Four sectors in the (`, x) plane for the case of a uniform distribu-
tion f(x).

The first function F
(1)
n (`, x) is independent of x, whereas the last one vanishes,

so the information of interest is contained in sectors (2) and (3).
The probability of record breaking reads

Qn = Q(2)
n +Q(3)

n ,

with

Q(2)
n =

∫ 2

1

d`

∫ 1

`−1

dxF
(2)
n−1(`, x),

Q(3)
n =

∫ 1

0

d`

∫ `

0

dxF
(3)
n−1(`, x).

Similarly, the mean value of the maximum reads

〈Ln〉 = 2− I(2)
n − I(3)

n ,

with

I(2)
n =

∫ 2

1

d` F
(2)
n+1(`, `− 1),

I(3)
n =

∫ 1

0

d` F
(3)
n+1(`, 0).

Finally, differentiating (4.1) with respect to x, we obtain the following differential
equations, valid in both sectors (2) and (3):

F ′n(`, x) = −Fn−1(`, `− x), (4.2)

F ′′n (`, x) = −Fn−2(`, x). (4.3)

These equations, which can alternatively be read off from (2.15), will be instrumental
hereafter. We thus obtain the following expressions for the first values of n:

F
(1)
1 (`, x) = F

(2)
1 (`, x) = F

(3)
1 (`, x) = 1

for n = 1,

F
(1)
2 (`, x) = 1,

F
(2)
2 (`, x) = F

(3)
2 (`, x) = `− x
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for n = 2, and

F
(1)
3 (`, x) =

1

2
(−2 + 4`− `2),

F
(2)
3 (`, x) =

1

2
(2`− 1− x2),

F
(3)
3 (`, x) =

1

2
(`2 − x2)

for n = 3.

4.2. Analysis of sector (3)

The generating function

F̃ (3)(z, `, x) =
∑
n≥1

znF (3)
n (`, x)

satisfies

F̃ ′(3)(z, `, x) = −zF̃ (3)(z, `, `− x),

because of (4.2),

F̃ ′′(3)(z, `, x) = −z2F̃ (3)(z, `, x),

because of (4.3), and

F̃ (3)(z, `, `) = z, F̃ ′(3)(z, `, 0) = −z2, (4.4)

because of (2.13). Hence

F̃ (3)(z, `, x) = A cos zx+B sin zx,

where the amplitudes A and B, which depend a priori on z and `, are determined by
the boundary conditions (4.4). We thus obtain

F̃ (3)(z, `, x) = z
cos z(`− x)− sin zx

1− sin z`
. (4.5)

Hence

Q̃(3)(z) =
∑
n≥2

znQ(3)
n = z

∫ 1

0

d`

∫ `

0

dx F̃ (3)(z, `, x)

= − z − ln(1− sin z), (4.6)

and

Ĩ(3)(z) =
∑
n≥1

znI(3)
n = −1 +

1

z

∫ 1

0

d` F̃ (3)(z, `, 0)

= − 1− 1

z
ln(1− sin z) =

Q̃(3)(z)

z
. (4.7)

Relationship with Euler numbers. Consider n positive numbers x1, . . . , xn such that
xi + xi+1 ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. These conditions define a volume Vn for every
integer n. The generating function of these numbers reads [22]

Ṽ (z) =
∑
n≥0

znVn =
1

cos z
+ tan z

= 1 + z +
z2

2
+
z3

3
+

5

24
z4 + · · ·
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We have

Vn =
En
n!
,

where En = 1, 1, 1, 2, 5, 16, 61, . . . are the Euler numbers, listed as sequence number
A000111 in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [23]. The volumes Vn are
also simply related to the Q(3)(n), as we now show. Let us note (see (4.6)) that

dQ̃(3)(z)

dz
= Ṽ (z)− 1,

hence, for n ≥ 2,

Q(3)
n =

Vn−1

n
=
En−1

n!
.

The relationship between the two sequences Q
(3)
n and Vn comes from the fact that∫ `

0

dx′F (3)
n−1(`, x′) = Prob(Ln−1 < `)

= Prob(Y1 < `, . . . , Yn−1 < `) = Vn−1 `
n−1,

hence, integrating over `,

Q(3)
n =

∫ 1

0

d` Vn−1 `
n−1 =

Vn−1

n
.

Let us remark that

F̃ (3)(z, `, x) = z
(
Ṽ (z`) cos zx− sin zx

)
.

Finally, the generating function Ṽ (z) has a pole at z = π/2, with residue 2, and
therefore

Vn ≈ 2

(
2

π

)n+1

, Q(3)
n ≈

2

n

(
2

π

)n
, I(3)

n ≈ 4

πn

(
2

π

)n
.

4.3. Analysis of sector (2)

The generating function

F̃ (2)(z, `, x) =
∑
n≥1

znF (2)
n (`, x),

satisfies

F̃ ′(2)(z, `, x) = −zF̃ (2)(z, `, `− x),

because of (4.2),

F̃ ′′(2)(z, `, x) = −z2F̃ (2)(z, `, x),

because of (4.3), and

F̃ (2)(z, `, 1) = z
(

1 + (`− 1)F̃ (2)(z, `, `− 1)
)
,

as a consequence of (4.1), using the fact that F
(1)
n (`, x) is independent of x.

We thus obtain, in analogy with (4.5)

F̃ (2)(z, `, x) = z
cos z(`− x)− sin zx

∆(z, `)
, (4.8)
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with

∆(z, `) = z(`− 1)(sin z(`− 1)− cos z) + cos z(`− 1)− sin z.

We have therefore

Q̃(2)(z) =
∑
n≥2

znQ(2)
n = z

∫ 2

1

d`

∫ 1

`−1

dx F̃ (2)(z, `, x)

= z

∫ 2

1

d`
cos z + sin z − cos z(`− 1)− sin z(`− 1)

∆(z, `)
, (4.9)

and

Ĩ(2)(z) =
∑
n≥1

znI(2)
n = −1 +

1

z

∫ 2

1

d` F̃ (2)(z, `, `− 1)

= − 1 +
1

z

∫ 2

1

d`
cos z − sin z(`− 1)

∆(z, `)
. (4.10)

At variance with (4.6) and (4.7), the integrals over ` in (4.9) and (4.10) cannot be
carried out in closed form.

4.4. Results

By expanding the integrands of (4.9) and (4.10) as power series in z, integrating
over ` term by term, and adding up the contributions of (4.6) and (4.7), we obtain
exact rational expressions for the probability of record breaking Qn, the mean number
of records 〈Mn〉 and the mean value of the maximum 〈Ln〉. These outcomes are given
in table 3 up to n = 8.

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Qn 1
1

2

3

8

17

60

11

48

481

2520

439

2688

〈Mn〉 1
3

2

15

8

259

120

191

180

2599

1008

22109

8064

〈Ln〉 1
7

6

77

60

49

36

511

360

3691

2520

272369

181440

Table 3. Exact values of the probability of record breaking Qn, mean number of
records 〈Mn〉 and mean maximum 〈Ln〉 up to n = 8, for a uniform distribution.

The asymptotic behavior at large n of the various quantities of interest can be
derived as follows. First of all, the contribution of sector (3) is exponentially small,
and therefore entirely negligible. Setting again z = e−ε, the integrals entering (4.9)
and (4.10) are dominated by a range of values of the difference 2 − ` that shrinks
proportionally to

√
ε as ε → 0. Changing integration variable from ` to t such that

` = 2− t√ε, and keeping only terms which are singular in ε, we obtain

Q̃(2)(z) = ln
1

ε

(
1− ε

3
+ · · ·

)
− π

√
ε

2

(
1− 5ε

9
+ · · ·

)
,

Ĩ(2)(z) =
2

3
ln

1

ε

(
1 +

38ε

45
+ · · ·

)
+

π√
2ε

(
1 +

5ε

6
+ · · ·

)
,
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and so

nQn = 1 + δn

= 1 +
1

3n
+ · · ·+

√
π

8n

(
1 +

5

6n
+ · · ·

)
, (4.11)

and

〈Ln〉 = 2

(
1− 1

3n
+ · · ·

)
−
√

π

2n

(
1− 5

12n
+ · · ·

)
.

Finally, omitting details, we obtain a similar asymptotic expansion for the mean
number of records, i.e.,

〈Mn〉 = lnn+K +
1

6n
+ · · · −

√
π

2n

(
1 +

1

36n
+ · · ·

)
,

where the finite part reads

K = γ − 1− ln(2(1− sin 1)) + 2

∫ 2

1

d`

(
1

(2− `) cot 2−`
2 − `

− 1

2− `

)
= 1.092998 . . .

5. Power-law distribution with index θ = 1

The case where the random variables Xi have a power-law distribution with index
θ = 1, with common density f(x) = 1/x2 and distribution function F (x) = 1−1/x for
x > 1 (see table 1), is our last example giving rise to an exact solution of the problem,
although end results are somewhat less explicit than in the two previous cases. The
distribution under consideration is marginal, in the sense that 〈X〉 is logarithmically
divergent.

5.1. Differential equations

In the present case, the key equation (2.15) reads

F ′n(`, x) = − 2

x
Fn(`, x)− 1

x2
Fn−1(`, `− x)

for n ≥ 2, ` > 2, and 1 < x < `− 1. Setting

Fn(`, x) =
Hn(`, x)

x2(`− x)
, (5.1)

the new functions Hn(`, x) obey the differential equation

x(`− x)H ′n(`, x) + xHn(`, x) = −Hn−1(`, `− x), (5.2)

with boundary condition Hn(`, `− 1) = 0, as well as

x2(`− x)2H ′′n(`, x) = −Hn−2(`, x). (5.3)

We thus obtain

H1(`, x) = `− x,
H2(`, x) = `− x− 1,

H3(`, x) =
(`− 1)(`− 1− x)

`
+
`− x
`2

ln
x

(`− 1)(`− x)
.
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5.2. Generating function

In order to solve the recursive differential equations (5.2), (5.3), we introduce the
generating function

H̃(z, `, x) =
∑
n≥1

znHn(`, x), (5.4)

which obeys

x(`− x)H̃ ′(`, x) + xH̃(`, x) = −zH̃(`, `− x), (5.5)

with boundary condition

H̃(`, `− 1) = z, (5.6)

as well as

x2(`− x)2H̃ ′′(`, x) = −z2H̃(`, x). (5.7)

The general solution to (5.7) reads

H̃(z, `, x) = A+x
a+(`− x)a− +A−x

a−(`− x)a+ ,

with

a± =
1± w

2
, w =

√
1− 4z2

`2
.

Notice the similarity with (3.6). The amplitudes A± are determined by (5.5) and (5.6),
yielding

H̃(z, `, x) = z

√
a− xa+(`− x)a− −√a+ x

a−(`− x)a+
√
a− (`− 1)a+ −√a+ (`− 1)a−

. (5.8)

This result demonstrates that the functions Hn(`, x) only involve integer powers of
lnx and ln(`− x), besides rational functions.

5.3. Probability of record breaking

The generating function of the Qn reads

Q̃(z) =
∑
n≥2

znQn = z

∫ ∞
2

d`

∫ `−1

1

dx

x2(`− x)3
H̃(z, `, x),

by virtue of (2.21), (5.1) and (5.4), where H̃(z, `, x) is given by (5.8). The integral
over x can be carried out in closed form. We thus obtain

Q̃(z) =

∫ ∞
2

d` I(z, `), (5.9)

with

I(z, `) = z2

√
a− I+(z, `)−√a+ I−(z, `)

√
a− (`− 1)a+ −√a+ (`− 1)a−
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and

I±(z, `) =

∫ `−1

1

dx
xa±(`− x)a∓

x2(`− x)3

=

∫ `−1

1

dxx−2+a±(`− x)−2−a±

=
1

(1− a±)`3

(
(`− 1)1−a± − (`− 1)−(1−a±)

)
+

1

(1 + a±)`3

(
(`− 1)1+a± − (`− 1)−(1+a±)

)
+

2

a±`3
(
(`− 1)a± − (`− 1)−a±

)
.

As was the case for (3.7) and (4.9), the integrals over ` in (5.9) cannot be carried
out analytically in closed form. By expanding the integrand in (5.9) as a power series
in z and integrating term by term with respect to `, we obtain the following values for
the probability of record breaking Qn, besides the universal ones derived in section 2.6:

Q5 =
5

8
− π2

30
= 0.296013 . . . ,

Q6 =
61

144
+

14π2

135
− ζ(3) = 0.245068 . . . ,

Q7 =
475

252
− 292π2

945
+

8ζ(3)

7
= 0.209044 . . . ,

and so on. In contrast with the two previous exactly solvable cases (see tables 2 and 3),
here the non-universal Qn are not rational, and they involve the values of Riemann
zeta function at larger and larger positive integers.

The asymptotic behavior of Qn at large n can be derived from (5.9) by setting
again z = e−ε, and considering the regime where ε and 1/` are simultaneously small.
To leading order, (5.9) reduces to

Q̃(z) ≈
∫ ∞

2

d`
3

2`(1 + ε`)
,

i.e., performing the inverse Laplace transform,

Qn ≈
∫ ∞

2

d`
3

2`2
e−n/` ≈ 3

2n
,

up to negligible boundary terms. The above result is an explicit instance where (1.11)
holds. A full asymptotic expansion of Qn can be derived by keeping track of higher
orders, yielding

nQn = 1 + δn =
3

2
− 2(lnn+ γ − 3)

n
+ · · · (5.10)

Finally, omitting details, we obtain a similar asymptotic expansion for the mean
number of records, i.e.,

〈Mn〉 =
3

2
(lnn+K) +

2(lnn+ γ − 2)

n
+ · · · ,

where the finite part reads

K = γ − ln 2 +

∫ ∞
2

d`

(
2I(1, `)

3
− 1

`

)
= −0.387293 . . .
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5.4. Distribution of the maximum

Here 〈X〉 is divergent, so that it makes no sense to evaluate 〈Ln〉. The full distribution
of Ln should be considered instead. We have

Fn(`) =

∫ `−1

1

dxFn(`, x) = Fn+1(`, 1) =
Hn+1(`, 1)

`− 1
,

as a consequence of (2.4), (2.14) and (5.1). We thus obtain

F1(`) = 1− 1

`− 1
,

F2(`) = 1− 2

`
− 2

`2
ln(`− 1),

F3(`) = 1− 3(`− 1)

`2
− 1

`2(`− 1)
− 4(`− 1)

`3
ln(`− 1).

The corresponding generating function reads

F̃(z, `) =
∑
n≥0

znFn(`) =
H̃(z, `, 1)

z(`− 1)

=

√
a− (`− 1)−a+ −√a+ (`− 1)−a−
√
a− (`− 1)a+ −√a+ (`− 1)a−

,

where the last expression is a consequence of (5.8).
The scaling behavior of the distribution of Ln at large n can be derived along the

lines of the previous section. To leading order, we find the simple result

Fn(`) ≈ e−n/`. (5.11)

In particular, the median value L?n, such that Fn(L?n) = 1
2 , reads

L?n ≈
n

ln 2
.

The full asymptotic expansion of Fn(`) in the regime where n and ` are comparable
reads

Fn(`) = e−n/`
(

1− n

2`2
(4 ln `− 1) + · · ·

)
, (5.12)

and so

L?n =
n

ln 2
+ 2 ln

n

ln 2
− 1

2
+ · · ·

6. Asymptotic analysis of the general case

The probability of record breaking Qn exhibits a great variety of asymptotic behaviors,
depending on the underlying distribution f(x). This is exemplified by the three exactly
solvable cases studied in sections 3 to 5. In terms of the correction δn such that
nQn = 1 + δn (see (1.15)), we have seen that

δn ≈
1

lnn
(6.1)

for the exponential distribution (see (3.12)),

δn ≈
√

π

8n
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for the uniform distribution (see (4.11)), and

δn →
1

2
, (6.2)

which is equivalent to (1.11), for the power-law distribution with θ = 1 (see (5.10)).
This section is devoted to a heuristic but systematic analysis of the dependence

of the asymptotic behavior of δn on the underlying distribution f(x). It will turn out
that the exponential distribution, where δn falls off logarithmically (see (6.1)), is a
marginal case. For superexponential distributions, the analysis of sections 6.3 and 6.4
demonstrates that δn falls off to zero and yields a general asymptotic formula for δn
(see (6.10)). For subexponential distributions, it will be shown in section 6.5 that nQn
and δn go to the universal limits (1.11) and (6.2). This dichotomy will be extended
to higher values of the window width p in section 7.

6.1. Cyclization of the sequence

The first step of the analysis consists in comparing the problem at hand with a cyclic
variant of it. For the former, we have

Qn = Prob(Yn > Ln−1),

with

Ln = max(Y2, . . . , Yn)

(see (1.7) and (1.8)). The cyclic variant of the problem is defined by introducing

Y cyclic
1 = Xn +X1.

The sequence Y cyclic
1 , Y2, . . . , Yn thus obtained involves the basic variables X1, . . . , Xn

in a cyclically invariant fashion. It has therefore exchangeable entries, and so

Qcyclic
n = Prob

(
Yn > max(Y cyclic

1 , Y2, . . . , Yn−1)
)

=
1

n
.

Introducing the events

E = {Yn > Y cyclic
1 } = {Xn−1 > X1},

F = {Yn > Ln−1} = {Ln = Yn},
we have

Prob(E ∩ F ) = Qcyclic
n =

1

n
,

Prob(F ) = Qn =
1 + δn
n

,

and so

∆n = Prob(Ē|F ) = Prob(X1 > Xn−1|Ln = Yn)

=
Qn −Qcyclic

n

Qn
=

δn
1 + δn

. (6.3)

This equation gives a description of the difference Qn−Qcyclic
n in terms of a conditional

probability, which will prove useful in the following.
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6.2. Decoupled model

We now consider a decoupled variant of the original problem, whose main advantage
is that the expression (6.3) can be given the explicit form (6.9), which will in turn
yield the estimate (6.10) for the correction δn in appropriate situations.

The decoupled model is defined as follows. The random variables Yi of the original
problem are replaced by a sequence of iid random variables

Yi = Xi +X ′i, (6.4)

where Xi and X ′i are two independent replicas of the original random variables Xi with
common density f(x) and distribution function F (x). The number of variables X is
therefore doubled with respect to the original problem. The distribution function F2(y)
and the density f2(y) of the variables Yi thus read

F2(y) = Prob(Y < y) = Prob(X +X ′ < y) =

∫ y

0

dy′f2(y′),

f2(y) =

∫ y

0

dx f(x)f(y − x). (6.5)

In terms of the Laplace transform

f̂(s) =

∫ ∞
0

dx e−sx f(x),

this reads

f̂2(s) = f̂(s)2. (6.6)

The conditional density of X given X +X ′ = y, denoted by f(x|y), is equal to

f(x|y) =
f(x)f(y − x)

f2(y)
. (6.7)

The largest among the first n variables Yi, denoted by

Y∗ = X∗ +X ′∗,

has distribution function

FY∗(y) = Prob(Y∗ < y) = F2(y)n,

and density

fY∗(y) = nF2(y)n−1f2(y). (6.8)

Using (6.7) and (6.8), the density of X∗ is

fX∗(x) =

∫ ∞
0

dy f(x|y)fY∗(y) = nf(x)

∫ ∞
x

dy f(y − x)F2(y)n−1.

Within the setting of the decoupled model, the conditional probability ∆n

introduced in (6.3) therefore reads

∆n = Prob(X > X∗) =

∫ ∞
0

dx fX∗(x)F̄ (x)

= n

∫ ∞
0

dy F2(y)n−1

∫ y

0

dx f(x)f(y − x)︸ ︷︷ ︸ F̄ (x), (6.9)

with

F̄ (x) = Prob(X > x) = 1− F (x).

When n is large, the factor F2(y)n−1 in (6.9) selects large values of y, such that F̄2(y)
scales as 1/n. These are the typical values of Y∗. The product underlined by the
brace, which already entered (6.5) and (6.7), describes to what extent the distribution
of X is affected by the conditioning by such a large value y of the sum Y = X +X ′.
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6.3. The key dichotomy

The dichotomy between the two limits (1.10) and (1.11) is now shown in general
albeit non-rigorous terms to be dictated by the form of the tail of the underlying
parent distribution f(x) or, equivalently, by the analytic structure of its Laplace

transform f̂(s).

◦ For superexponential distributions, i.e., distributions f(x) either having a bounded
support or falling off faster than any exponential, such as e.g. a half-Gaussian or
any other compressed exponential, f̂(s) is an entire function, i.e., it is analytic
in the whole complex s-plane. Then, as a general rule, f2(y) (see (6.5)) has a
slower decay than f(x). Furthermore, if the sum Y = X +X ′ is atypically large,
then both X and X ′ are atypically large as well, with very high probability. As a
consequence, the conditional probability ∆n, as given by (6.9), falls off to zero for
large n. Simplifying the latter expression, we thus obtain the following asymptotic
estimate for δn:

δn ≈ n
∫ ∞

0

dy e−nF̄2(y)

∫ y

0

dx f(x)f(y − x)F̄ (x). (6.10)

We claim that this prediction becomes asymptotically exact for all superexponen-
tial distributions, in the sense that it correctly describes the decay of δn, to leading
order for large n, in spite of its heuristic derivation using the decoupled model.
The rationale behind this claim is that the difference between the original and the
decoupled models, measured by the relative difference between Qn and Qcyclic

n , is
consistently found to decay to zero, proportionally to the estimate (6.10) for δn.

◦ For subexponential distributions, i.e., distributions f(x) which fall off smoothly
enough and less rapidly than any exponential, such as e.g. a power law or a
stretched exponential, f̂(s) has an isolated branch-point singularity at s = 0.
The asymptotic equivalence of the tails,

F̄2(y) ≈ 2F̄ (y) (y � 1), (6.11)

can be derived by an inverse Laplace transform of (6.6), where the contour integral

is dominated by the singularity of f̂(s) at s = 0. Equation (6.11) may be used as
a mathematically rigorous definition of the class of subexponential distributions,
following Chistyakov [24]. Its intuitive meaning is the following: if the sum
Y = X + X ′ is very large, then one of the terms, either X or X ′—hence the
factor 2—is typical, i.e., distributed according to f(x), while the other one is
essentially equal to Y. This behavior underlies the phenomenon of condensation
for subexponential random variables conditioned by an atypical value of their
sum (see [25] for a recent review and the references therein). As a consequence of
(6.11), for subexponential distributions f(x), the estimate (6.9) remains of order
unity for large n. The decoupled model is therefore of little use to understand the
original one. This situation will be investigated in section 6.5, where nQn and δn
will be shown to admit the universal limits (1.11) and (6.2).

For exponential distributions, i.e., distributions f(x) falling off either as a pure
exponential e−βx, with β > 0, or as the product of such an exponential by a more
slowly varying prefactor, such as e.g. a power of x, the leading (i.e., rightmost)

singularity of f̂(s) is located on the negative real axis at s = −β. For our purpose,
these distributions are marginal since they can lie on either sides of the dichotomy
between (1.10) and (1.11) (see section 6.4.2).
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6.4. Superexponential and (some) exponential distributions

The prediction (6.10) is now made explicit for a variety of superexponential and
exponential distributions f(x).

6.4.1. Pure exponential distribution. This is the distribution for which an exact
solution has been presented in section 3. We have

f(x) = F̄ (x) = e−x, f2(y) = y e−y, F̄2(y) = (y + 1)e−y.

The estimate (6.10) therefore reads

δn ≈ n
∫ ∞

0

dy exp
(
−y − n(y + 1)e−y

)
. (6.12)

This integral can be evaluated in analogy with (3.9). Setting λ = lnn (see (3.10)) and
(y + 1)e−y = e−µ, we obtain

δn ≈
∫ ∞
−∞

dµ exp
(
λ− µ− eλ−µ

) 1

y(µ)
,

hence

δn ≈
1

λ
− lnλ+ γ

λ2
+ · · · (6.13)

A comparison with the exact expansion (3.12) shows that the estimate (6.10) is correct
to leading order in this marginal case. The difference between the estimate (6.13) and
the exact result is indeed subleading, since it scales as 2/λ2.

6.4.2. Exponential distribution modulated by a power law. We now consider distri-
butions falling off as an exponential modulated by a power law, i.e.,

f(x) ≈ F̄ (x) ≈ Axa−1 e−x (x→∞), (6.14)

where a is arbitrary (positive or negative).
Let us consider first the case where a > 0. We have then

f̂(s) ≈ AΓ(a)

(s+ 1)a
(s→ −1)

and

f2(y) ≈ F̄2(y) ≈ B y2a−1 e−y (y →∞), (6.15)

with B = (AΓ(a))2/Γ(2a). Performing the integrals entering (6.10), we obtain

δn ≈ nA3Γ(a)

∫ ∞
0

dy exp
(
−nBy2a−1e−y

)
ya−1e−y.

This integral can be evaluated in analogy with (3.9). Setting λ = ln(nB) and
y2a−1e−y = e−µ, we obtain formally

δn ≈
A3Γ(a)

B

∫ ∞
−∞

dµ exp
(
λ− µ− eλ−µ

) 1

y(µ)a
.

To leading order, the identification y(µ) ≈ µ ≈ λ yields the estimate

δn ≈
AΓ(2a)

Γ(a)

1

(lnn)a
. (6.16)
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We are thus led to claim that exponential distributions of the form (6.14) with

a > 0, and presumably all exponential distributions such that f̂(s) → +∞ as
the leading singularity is approached from the right (s → −β+), belong to the
superexponential side of the dichotomy, in the sense that (1.10) holds, and that (6.16)
correctly predicts the decay of the correction δn. The logarithmically slow fall off
of the latter expression confirms the marginal character of this class of exponential
distributions.

On the contrary, if the exponent a entering (6.14) is negative, the above derivation
already breaks down at the level of (6.15). Exponential distributions of the form (6.14)

with a < 0, and presumably all exponential distributions such that f̂(s) remains
bounded as s→ −β+, therefore share with subexponential distributions the property
that the estimate δn does not decay to zero, with the expected consequence that (1.11)
should hold.

6.4.3. Distributions with bounded support and power-law singularity. We now
consider the case where f(x) is supported by the interval [0, 1] and has a power-
law singularity at its upper edge, i.e.,

F̄ (x) ≈ Aεa, f(x) ≈ aAεa−1,

F̄2(y) ≈ Bη2a, f2(y) ≈ 2aBη2a−1, (6.17)

with the notations ε = 1 − x, η = 2 − y. The exponent a > 0 and the ampli-
tude A > 0 are arbitrary. We have B = a(AΓ(a))2/(2Γ(2a)). Performing the
integrals entering (6.10), we obtain a universal 1/

√
n decay for δn, irrespective of

the exponent a, i.e.,

δn ≈
K(a)√
n
, (6.18)

where the amplitude K(a) reads

K(a) =
1

Γ(a)2 Γ(3a)

√
πΓ(2a)5

2a
. (6.19)

The amplitude K(a) is shown in figure 4. It has a local maximum at K(0) =
3
√
π/8 = 0.664670 . . . and a local minimum at K(1) =

√
π/8 = 0.626657 . . . The latter

value agrees with the exact result (4.11) for the uniform distribution. This provides
another corroboration of our claim that the estimate (6.10) is correct to leading order.
The exponential growth K(a) ∼ (32/27)a of the amplitude at large a suggests that
the 1/

√
n decay ceases to hold for distributions with an infinitely large exponent, i.e.,

with an essential singularity at their upper edge.

6.4.4. Distributions with bounded support and exponential singularity. We now
consider the case where f(x) is supported by the interval [0, 1] and has an exponentially
small singularity at its upper edge, of the form

f(x) ∼ F̄ (x) ∼ e−C/ε
b

, (6.20)

with b > 0. Using the same notations as above, and working within exponential
accuracy, we have

f2 ∼
∫ η

0

dε e−C(1/εb+1/(η−ε)b),
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Figure 4. Amplitude K(a) of the universal 1/
√
n decay (6.18) of the correction

term δn, against the exponent a.

for small η, where the integral is dominated by a saddle point at ε = η/2, so that

f2 ∼ F̄2 ∼ e−21+bC/ηb .

Similarly, the x-integral entering (6.10) is dominated by a saddle point at ε = τη, with
τ = 1/(1 + 2−1/(b+1)), and so

δn ∼
∫ ∞

0

dη exp

(
− 2C

τ b+1ηb
− n e−21+bC/ηb

)
.

Using once more the saddle-point method, we obtain a power-law decay of the form

δn ∼ n−ω1(b),

where the exponent

ω1(b) =
(1 + 2−1/(b+1))b+1

2b
− 1 (6.21)

decreases monotonically as a function of b, from ω1(0) = 1/2 to ω1(∞) =
√

2− 1.

6.4.5. Compressed exponential distributions. We now consider the case where f(x)
has a compressed exponential (or superexponential) tail extending up to infinity, of
the form

f(x) ∼ F̄ (x) ∼ e−Cx
c

, (6.22)

with c > 1. The analysis of this case is very similar to the previous one. We have

f2(y) ∼
∫ y

0

dx e−C(xc+(y−x)c)

for large y, where the integral is dominated by a saddle point at x = y/2, so that

f2(y) ∼ F̄2(y) ∼ e−21−cCyc .
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Similarly, the x-integral entering (6.10) is dominated by a saddle point at x = τy,
with τ = 1/(1 + 21/(c−1)), and so

δn ∼
∫ ∞

0

dy exp
(
−2Cτ c−1yc − n e−21−cCyc

)
.

We thus obtain a power-law decay of the form

δn ∼ n−ω2(c),

where the exponent

ω2(c) =
2c

(1 + 21/(c−1))c−1
− 1 (6.23)

increases monotonically as a function of c, from ω2(c) ≈ (c − 1) ln 2 as c → 1 to
ω2(∞) =

√
2− 1. In particular, for the half-Gaussian distribution (c = 2), we predict

the decay exponent

ωGaussian = ω2(2) =
1

3
. (6.24)

As it turns out, the decay exponents ω1(b) (see (6.21)) and ω2(c) (see (6.23)) can
be unified into a single function

ω(α) = 2(α+1)/(2α)
(

1 + 22α/(1−α)
)(α−1)/(2α)

− 1 (6.25)

of a parameter α in the range −1 < α < 1, as shown in figure 5. Distributions
with a bounded support and an exponential singularity with index b correspond to
−1 < α < 0, whereas compressed exponential distributions with index c correspond
to 0 < α < 1, with the identifications

b = −α+ 1

2α
, c =

α+ 1

2α
. (6.26)

The exponent ω(α) is a decreasing function from ω(−1) = ω1(0) = 1/2 to ω(1) =
ω2(1) = 0, via the common limiting value ω(0) = ω1(∞) = ω2(∞) =

√
2 − 1,

characteristic of distributions with a double exponential fall-off, either at the upper
edge of a compact support or at infinity.

6.5. Subexponential distributions

We now consider subexponential distributions, whose tails decrease more slowly than
any exponential. Our goal is to show that the correction δn goes to the universal
limit (6.2), i.e., that Qn falls off as

Qn ≈
3

2n
(6.27)

for large n. This result agrees to leading order with the expansion (5.10), ensuing
from an exact solution for the power-law distribution with θ = 1. It also agrees with
the exact expression (6.33) of Qn for finite n in the limiting situation of exponentially
broad distributions.

The gist of the derivation of (6.27) consists in looking for a solution to the integral
recursion (2.14) in an approximately factorized form, i.e.,

Fn(`, x) ≈ Kn f(x) (1− εn(`, x)). (6.28)

The condition (2.13) yields

εn(`, `) = 1, (6.29)
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Figure 5. Exponent ω(α) (see (6.25)) unifying the decay exponents ω1(b)
(see (6.21)) and ω2(c) (see (6.23)) characteristic of distributions with exponential
singularities. Green circular symbol: limiting value ω(0) =

√
2− 1 characteristic

of distributions with a double exponential fall-off. Blue square symbol: decay
exponent (6.24) of the half-Gaussian distribution (c = 2, i.e., α = 1/3).

whereas εn(`, x) is assumed to be small in the regime of interest where n and ` are
simultaneously large, with x being kept finite. We set

εn(`, 0) = 0, (6.30)

fixing thus the prefactor Kn unambiguously. To leading order, the differential
equation (2.15) yields

Knε
′
n(`, x) ≈ Kn−1f(`− x). (6.31)

Equation (6.31), with boundary conditions (6.29) and (6.30), admits a similarity
solution where ε(`, x) and the ratio q = Kn/Kn−1 are independent of n, namely

ε(`, x) =
F (`)− F (`− x)

F (`)
, q = F (`).

Whenever n and ` are simultaneously large, (6.28) simplifies to

Fn(`, x) ≈ e−nF̄ (`)f(x)F (`− x),

so that (2.21) yields the estimate

Qn ≈
∫ ∞

0

d` e−nF̄ (`)

∫ `

0

dx f(x)f(`− x)F (`− x). (6.32)

The analysis of this expression for large n is somewhat similar to that of (6.9),
performed in section 6.4. The exponential factor selects large values of `, such
that F̄ (`) scales as 1/n. These are the typical values of Ln. The subexponentiality
of f(x), in the intuitive sense explained below (6.11), suggests that the integral over
the variable x in (6.32) is dominated by the vicinity of its endpoints, i.e., of the regimes
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where either x or the difference ` − x is kept finite. Adding these two contributions
yields ∫ `

0

dx f(x)f(`− x)F (`− x) ≈ 3

2
f(`),

for ` large. Inserting this estimate into (6.32) leads to the announced result (6.27).
The statistics of the number of records Mn for subexponential underlying

distributions f(x) will be investigated at the end of section 7.4.

6.6. Exponentially broad distributions

We now consider the limiting class of exponentially broad distributions, defined by
setting

X = eΛT ,

where Λ is parametrically large, whereas T has a fixed given distribution g(t).
Exponentially broad distributions play a part in the study of strongly disordered
systems (see [26, 27] and the references therein). An explicit example is provided by
the power-law distribution (see table 1) in the limit where the index θ goes to zero,
with the identification Λ = 1/θ and g(t) = e−t. The overwhelming simplification
brought by exponentially broad distributions in the Λ → ∞ limit is that X1 < X2

is equivalent to X1 � X2. In other words, the distribution is so broad that, if two
independent variables X1 and X2 are drawn from the latter, one is negligible with
respect to the other with very high probability.

Considering exponentially broad distributions in the Λ → ∞ limit is useful for
our purpose in several regards. First, the exact probability of record breaking Qn
can be derived in this limit, even for finite n. Second, as we shall see, the derivation
gives an insight on the clustering of records underlying the non-trivial limit (1.11).
Third, this approach will be readily extended to higher values of the window width p
in section 7, where other techniques are not available any more.

Within this setting, it is easy to derive the probability of record breaking Qn. We
recall that Qn is the probability of having Yn > max(Y2, . . . , Yn−1), with

Yn = Xn−1 +Xn, Yn−1 = Xn−2 +Xn−1,

and so on. If the variables X are drawn from an exponentially broad distribution,
only two events contribute to Qn:

◦ The largest of the first n X-variables is Xn. This occurs with probability 1/n.
In the Λ → ∞ limit, the variable Yn is also larger than all previous ones with
certainty. Hence the contribution 1/n to Qn.

◦ The largest of the first n X-variables is Xn−1. This again occurs with
probability 1/n. The condition Yn > max(Y2, . . . , Yn−1) reduces to Xn > Xn−2,
so that the relative probability of that event is 1/2. Hence the contribution 1/(2n)
to Qn.

As a consequence, the probability of record breaking is exactly given by

Qn =
3

2n
, (6.33)

for all n ≥ 3 and all exponentially broad distributions in the Λ→∞ limit.
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The formula (6.33) gives both the exact value of Qn for exponentially broad
distributions and its asymptotic decay law (see (1.11), (6.27)) for all distributions
with a subexponential tail. The above derivation also demonstrates that the excess in
the probability of record breaking (6.33) with respect to the iid situation is due to a
clustering of records. The second event of the above list indeed yields two consecutive
records. Finally, the data shown in figure 1 suggest that (6.33) provides an absolute
upper bound for Qn. It is indeed quite plausible that the quantity nQn plotted in
figure 1 converges to the constant 3/2 from below in the θ → 0 limit, uniformly in n.

7. Extension to higher values of p

In this last section we consider sequences (1.6) obtained by taking the moving average
of a sequence of iid variables Xi over an arbitrary finite window width p ≥ 2. We
shall mainly focus on the behavior of the probability of record breaking, that we now
denote by

Q(p)
n = Prob(Yn > Ln−1).

The recursive structure of the problem described in section 2 still holds true, however
it becomes somewhat inefficient, as the number of variables is higher. The recursion
equation generalizing (2.14) indeed involves a multiple integral over p − 1 variables.
In particular, no exact solution is available any more. In spite of this, we shall be able
to extend to higher values of p most results of interest derived so far for p = 2.

7.1. Universal values of the probability of record breaking

The first few values of Q
(p)
n are universal, i.e., independent of the underlying

distribution f(x). Their values can be derived along the lines of reasoning of
section 2.6, using again the Sparre Andersen theorem. The first case of interest is
n = p, where

Q(p)
p = 1. (7.1)

There is indeed always a record at n = p, as Yp is the first complete sum of p terms.
For n = p+ 1, we have

Q
(p)
p+1 = Prob(Xp+1 > X1) =

1

2
. (7.2)

For n = p+ 2, we have

Q
(p)
p+2 = Prob(Xp+2 > X2, Xp+1 +Xp+2 > X1 +X2)

= Prob(Xp+2 −X2 > 0, Xp+2 −X2 +Xp+1 −X1 > 0)

= P2 =
3

8
, (7.3)

using the same argument as in section 2.6 for the derivation of Q4 = P2 for p = 2.
More generally, for n = p+ k, with 1 ≤ k ≤ p, we have

Q
(p)
p+k = Pk, (7.4)

where the expression of Pk is given in (2.25).
The above formula generalizes the results of section 2.6 to an arbitrary window

width p ≥ 2. It exhausts the list of all universal values of the probability of record

breaking. In other words, Q
(p)
2p+1 is the first non-universal one, just as Q5 for p = 2.
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7.2. Superexponential and (some) exponential distributions

The explanation given in section 6.3 of the key dichotomy between (1.10) and (1.11),

based on the analytic structure of the Laplace transform f̂(s), is not limited to p = 2.
Its consequences are therefore expected to hold irrespective of the window width p.

For superexponential distributions, as well as for some exponentially decaying
distributions, we are therefore again led to compare the original problem to its cyclic
variant and to introduce a decoupled model, where the random variables Yi of the
original problem are now replaced by a sequence of iid random variables

Yi =Xi +X ′i +X ′′i + · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
p replicas

,

generalizing (6.4). If the sum Y is atypically large, then all its terms are atypically large
as well, with very high probability. We therefore predict a behavior of type (1.10), i.e.,

nQ(p)
n = 1 + δ(p)

n ,

with the following estimate for the small relative correction δ
(p)
n :

δ(p)
n ≈ n

∫ ∞
0

dy e−nF̄p(y)

∫ y

0

dx f(x)fp−1(y − x)F̄ (x), (7.5)

which is a direct generalization of (6.10). We again claim that this prediction is
asymptotically correct, to leading order for large n, whenever it decays to zero, i.e.,
essentially for all superexponential distributions.

The estimate (7.5) is now made explicit for a variety of distributions f(x).

7.2.1. Pure exponential distribution. For an exponential distribution with density
f(x) = e−x and distribution function F (x) = 1− e−x, we have

fp(y) =
yp−1

(p− 1)!
e−y

as well as F̄p(y) ≈ fp(y), to leading order for y � 1, and so (7.5) reads

δ(p)
n ≈ n

∫ ∞
0

dy
yp−2

(p− 2)!
exp

(
−y − n yp−1

(p− 1)!
e−y
)
.

This integral can be evaluated along the lines of (3.9) and (6.12). Omitting details,
we obtain to leading order

δ(p)
n ≈ p− 1

lnn
.

This estimate vanishes identically for p = 1 and coincides with (6.13) for p = 2. It
demonstrates that the marginal character of the exponential distribution, with its
logarithmic correction term, persists to all higher values of p.

7.2.2. Exponential distribution modulated by a power law. We now consider distri-
butions falling off as an exponential modulated by a power law, i.e.,

f(x) ≈ F̄ (x) ≈ Axa−1 e−x (x→∞). (7.6)

Along the lines of section 6.4.2, let us consider first the case where a > 0. We
have

fp(y) ≈ F̄p(y) ≈ Bp ypa−1 e−y (y →∞),
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with Bp = (AΓ(a))p/Γ(pa). Performing the integrals entering (7.5), we are left with
the estimate

δn ≈
AΓ(pa)

Γ((p− 1)a)

1

(lnn)a
. (7.7)

This formula is a direct generalization of (6.16). We thus conclude that exponential
distributions of the form (7.6) with a > 0 belong to the superexponential side of the
dichotomy, in the sense that (1.12) holds, with a correction falling off as (7.7). On
the other hand, along the lines of section 6.4.2, we are led to claim that exponential
distributions with a < 0 lead to (1.13), just as subexponential distributions.

7.2.3. Distributions with bounded support and power-law singularity. In the case
where f(x) is supported by the interval [0, 1] and has a power-law singularity of the
form (6.17) at its upper edge, we have

F̄p(y) ≈ Bpηpa, fp(y) ≈ paBpηpa−1,

with η = p − y and Bp = ap−1(AΓ(a))p/(pΓ(pa)). Performing the integrals enter-

ing (7.5), we obtain a power-law decay for δ
(p)
n , i.e.,

δ(p)
n ≈ K(p, a)

n1/p
, (7.8)

where the exponent only depends on the width p, whereas the amplitude K(p, a) reads

K(p, a) =
Γ(1/p) Γ(2a) Γ(pa)1+1/p

(pa)1−1/p Γ(a)2 Γ((p+ 1)a)
.

This result extends (6.19) to higher values of p. The amplitude K(p, a) has a local
maximum for a = 0, a local minimum for a = 1, and grows exponentially fast at
large a. All these features hold irrespective of p, and survive in the formal p → ∞
limit, i.e.,

K(∞, a) =
e−a Γ(2a)

aΓ(a)2
.

7.2.4. Distributions with exponential singularities. To close, we consider distributions
with a bounded support and an exponentially small singularity at their upper edge,
of the form (6.20), as well as compressed distributions with a superexponential tail
extending up to infinity, of the form (6.22).

We again obtain a power-law decay for the correction δ
(p)
n , with continuously

varying decay exponents ω1(p, b) and ω2(p, c), which can be unified into a single
monotonically decreasing function

ω(p, α) = 2

(
1 + (p− 1)22α/(1−α)

p

)(α−1)/(2α)

− 1

of the parameter α in the range −1 < α < 1, with the identifications (6.26).
We have in particular ω(p,−1) = 1/p, ensuring a smooth crossover with (7.8),
ω(p, 0) = ω1(p,∞) = ω2(p,∞) = 21/p − 1 for the limiting situation of distributions
with a double exponential fall-off, and ω(p, 1/3) = 1/(2p − 1), corresponding e.g. to
the half-Gaussian distribution.
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7.3. Exponentially broad distributions

For exponentially broad distributions in the Λ→∞ limit, the expression of Q
(p)
n can

be derived along the lines of section 6.6. We recall that Q
(p)
n is the probability of

having Yn > max(Yp, . . . , Yn−1), with

Yn = Xn−p+1 + · · ·+Xn, Yn−1 = Xn−p + · · ·+Xn−1,

and so on. If the X-variables are drawn from an exponentially broad distribution,

only the following events contribute to Q
(p)
n :

◦ The largest of the first n X-variables is Xn. This occurs with probability 1/n.
In the Λ → ∞ limit, the variable Yn is also larger than all previous ones with

certainty. Hence the contribution 1/n to Q
(p)
n .

◦ The largest of the first n X-variables is Xn−1. This again occurs with prob-
ability 1/n. The condition Yn > max(Y2, . . . , Yn) reduces to Xn > Xn−2, so
that the relative probability of that event is 1/2. Hence the contribution 1/(2n)

to Q
(p)
n .

◦ The largest of the first n X-variables is Xn−2. This again occurs with prob-
ability 1/n. The condition Yn > max(Y2, . . . , Yn) reduces to

Xn −Xn−3 > 0,

Xn −Xn−3 +Xn−1 −Xn−4 > 0.

so that the relative probability of that event is P2 = 3/8, again by virtue of the

Sparre Andersen theorem. Hence the contribution P2/n to Q
(p)
n , and so on.

Summing up the probabilities of the events listed above, we predict that the
probability of record breaking is exactly given by

Q(p)
n =

Rp
n
, (7.9)

for all p ≥ 2 and n ≥ 2p− 1 and all exponentially broad distributions in the Λ → ∞
limit. The numerator of the above formula reads

Rp =

p−1∑
k=0

Pk,

where the integer k numbers the items of the above list and where the expression of
Pk is given in (2.25). Equation (2.26) yields

R̃(z) =
∑
p≥1

zpRp =
z

1− z P̃ (z) =
z

(1− z)3/2
.

The Rp are therefore universal rational numbers given by

Rp =
(2p− 1)!

22p−2(p− 1)!2
= 2pPp = (2p− 1)Pp−1

= 1,
3

2
,

15

8
,

35

16
,

315

128
,

693

256
, . . . , (7.10)

for p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . ., and growing as

Rp ≈ 2

√
p

π
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at large p.
The formulas (7.4) and (7.9) overlap for two values of n, namely 2p − 1 and 2p,

for which they consistently predict

Q
(p)
2p−1 = Pp−1 =

Rp
2p− 1

, Q
(p)
2p = Pp =

Rp
2p
.

7.4. Subexponential distributions

Following the line of thought sketched in the very beginning of section 7.2, we are
led to extend the dichotomy between (1.10) and (1.11) to higher values of p, and to
predict the following asymptotic decay of the probability of record breaking at large n:

Q(p)
n ≈

Rp
n
, (7.11)

for all p ≥ 2 and all subexponential distributions f(x), where the amplitude Rp is
predicted by the exact analysis of the limiting case of exponentially broad distributions
(see section 7.3). The latter amplitude, given by (7.10), is therefore universal, in the
sense that it only depends on the window width p.

The formula (7.9) therefore has the same status as (6.33). It gives the exact value

of Q
(p)
n for exponentially broad distributions in the Λ → ∞ limit for all n ≥ 2p − 1.

It is also expected to describe the asymptotic decay law of Q
(p)
n for all subexponential

distributions, and furthermore to provide an absolute upper bound for Q
(p)
n for all

n ≥ p.

8. Discussion

This paper was devoted to the statistics of records for the moving average of a sequence
of iid variables. Most results concern the case where the window width is p = 2. The
main emphasis has been put on the probability of record breaking Qn at time n, and on
the distribution of the number of records Mn up to time n. In sections 3 to 5 we have
given full analytical solutions of the problem for three particular parent distributions:
exponential, uniform and power-law with θ = 1. The exact results obtained there
provide useful checks of the heuristic approach used in the asymptotic analysis of the
general situation (section 6) and in its extension to higher values of p (section 7).

Quite serendipitously, the three distributions which have lent themselves to an
exact analytical treatment are prototypical in several regards. First, each of them
is a representative of one of the three universality classes of extreme value statistics:
Weibull, Gumbel and Fréchet. Second, they are also representatives of the dichotomy,
as regards the properties of records for the moving average, between superexponential
distributions, where the product nQn tends to unity and the distribution of the
number of records is asymptotically Poissonian, and subexponential distributions,
where nQn admits the non-trivial universal limit 3/2, or more generally Rp, and the
distribution of the number of records exhibits novel universal clustering features. The
uniform and power-law distributions are respectively typical of the superexponential
and subexponential classes, whereas the exponential distribution is a representative
of the exponential class, which is marginal and split on both sides of the dichotomy,
as seen in section 6.4.2.

Our main results can be summarized in the sketchy representation of the realm
of parent probability distributions shown in figure 6. The tail of the distribution
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is more and more heavy, i.e., the density f(x) falls off more and more slowly, as
one progresses from left to right. The red line in figure 6 represents the boundary
of the dichotomy, with superexponential distributions to its left and subexponential
distributions to its right, with the marginal class of exponential distributions sitting
on the line itself. To the left of the red line, the product nQn tends to unity, just as for
records of iid variables. Superexponential distributions can be classified according to
the exponent ω describing the power-law decay δn ∼ n−ω of the correction such that
nQn = 1+δn. For distributions in the Weibull class, i.e., with a bounded support and
a power-law singularity at its upper end, ω is constant and equal to 1/2, and more
generally 1/p. For superexponential distributions in the Gumbel class, whose support
is either bounded (Region I) or unbounded (Region II), the exponent ω(b) or ω(c)
decreases from 1/2 to 0, and more generally ω(p, b) or ω(p, c) decreases from 1/p to
0. To the right of the red line, the product nQn admits the non-trivial universal limit
3/2, and more generally Rp. This limit holds both for subexponential distributions
falling off faster than any power of x (Region III of the Gumbel class) and for those
exhibiting a power-law tail (Fréchet class).
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superexponential
<latexit sha1_base64="AWKkZgJhQ36c7LdjBbr/DeSYdeU=">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</latexit>

subexponential
<latexit sha1_base64="M1W3xo5G4BY+8dK8bqXgCNT+o18=">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</latexit>

Weibull
<latexit sha1_base64="STqAcHEJC7OVyVohFhzyyDTBijs=">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</latexit>

Gumbel
<latexit sha1_base64="4il6qQ1hmD3YM2Eq6Lq9/+Nj7UU=">AAACyXicjVHLTsMwEJyGVymvAkcuERUSpyotBzhWcACJS5HoQyoIJa5bDHnhOIhSceIHuMKPIf4A/oK1SRFQIXCUZDy7M/buerEvEuU4LzlrYnJqeiY/W5ibX1hcKi6vNJMolYw3WORHsu25CfdFyBtKKJ+3Y8ndwPN5y7vc0/HWNZeJiMJjNYj5aeD2Q9ETzFVENffTwOP+WbHklB2z7E9Q+QlKyFY9Kj7jBF1EYEgRgCOEIuzDRUJPBxU4iIk7xZA4SUiYOMcdCqRNKYtThkvsJX37tOtkbEh77ZkYNaNTfHolKW1skCaiPElYn2abeGqcNfub99B46rsN6O9lXgGxCufE/qUbZf5Xp2tR6GHH1CCoptgwujqWuaSmK/rm9peqFDnExGncpbgkzIxy1GfbaBJTu+6ta+KvJlOzes+y3BRv+pY04LFxjoNmtVzZKlePqqXabjbqPNawjk2a5zZqOEAdDfK+wAMe8WQdWlfWjXX7kWrlMs0qvi3r/h2uWpGW</latexit>

Fréchet
<latexit sha1_base64="gsZfe+rsStnm5MgtS3WYinf0m4I=">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</latexit>

nQn ! 1
<latexit sha1_base64="n3oqKmAo+KCQWixwnx1DTcVwIaQ=">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</latexit>

nQn ! 3

2
<latexit sha1_base64="WQwdqo5TltQlfgjfq41npAaMzmI=">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</latexit>

bounded
support

<latexit sha1_base64="DYU+xUMvUJl0VsqwyARY7uXqtj0=">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</latexit>

bounded
support

<latexit sha1_base64="DYU+xUMvUJl0VsqwyARY7uXqtj0=">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</latexit>

compressed
exponential

<latexit sha1_base64="gXSbi/Rro6xuZp2gZIPzsqBoDd8=">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</latexit>

stretched
exponential

<latexit sha1_base64="p3ouOMP1ys9cjtqbsINTz/myTdE=">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</latexit>

power law
<latexit sha1_base64="FaLWSuXVotEy1mo+NE7xgOqewkw=">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</latexit>

Figure 6. Sketchy representation of the realm of parent probability distributions
(see text for details). The last line summarizes the results for the case p = 2.

The key dichotomy highlighted in the present work for the properties of records
of the moving average, between (1.10) and (1.11) (or more generally between (1.12)
and (1.13)), i.e., essentially between the subexponential and superexponential classes
of distributions, appears as very robust. It is therefore expected to have far-reaching
consequences on other quantities, besides the probability of record breaking Qn and
the number of records Mn. Consider the example of the distribution of the maximum
Ln of the first n daughter Y -variables. The heuristic approach put forward in section 6
suggests that the distribution of Ln is close to that of the maximum of n iidX-variables
for subexponential distributions, to the right of the red line, whereas it is close to that
of the maximum of n iid variables of the form Y = X + X ′ for superexponential
distributions, to the left of the red line. This claim is corroborated by the exact or
asymptotic expressions for the mean or median values of Ln derived in sections 3 to 5.

Let us close with a word on more general linear filters of the form

Yn =
∑
k≥0

KkXn−k,
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used e.g. in digital signal processing, transforming a sequence of iid random
variablesXn to a filtered sequence Yn, whose entries are clearly not iid any more. Many
open questions of interest related to extremes and records in such filtered sequences
could be addressed. It can be anticipated that the occurrences of records will exhibit
some clustering, especially if the distribution f(x) of the parent variables is broad
enough, even though a clear-cut universal dichotomy is not to be expected in general.
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